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Abstract
OpenDFT is a free and open source software that brings cutting edge solid state research to the people. It is a graphical program that interacts with various scientific terminal based solid state software packages. It visualizes inputs, such as the crystal structure
and outputs, such as band structures and optical spectra and can start and control calculations, which are done by the respective scientific solid state package. OpenDFT is
designed to be DFT engine agnostic so that you can easily switch between different scientific codes and compare results seamlessly. Section one and two and three of this tutorial
should be gone through linearly, i.e. one by one. The other three are independent of each
other and can be done in any order or skipped at all.
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Install OpenDFT

First we will go trough how to install OpenDFT.
1. Download the latest release from the OpenDFT release page
www.github.com/JannickWeisshaupt/OpenDFT/releases and save it on your work station.

2. Double click on the downloaded zip-archive and exctract the OpenDFT folder somewhere
in your home directory.
3. Enter the OpenDFT directory, that you just extracted, and select the OpenDFT executable. Then press ctrl + c
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4. Open a terminal and open the .bashrc file in an editor. For example type:
kate ∼/.bashrc
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(Warning: The ∼ is not copyable from the pdf. Type this command by hand.)
5. Go to the end of the file and type
alias OpenDFT=
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then press ctrl + v. This should paste the path to the OpenDFT exectuable into the file.
If it does not work repeat step 3 or enter the path manually. The result should look like
alias OpenDFT=/home/user/OpenDFT/OpenDFT
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6. Save the .bashrc file and close the editor. Then go back to the terminal and type and
execute
source ∼/.bashrc
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(Warning: The ∼ is not copyable from the pdf. Type this command by hand.)
7. Now OpenDFT should be ready to go. Just type and execute
OpenDFT&
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in the terminal and OpenDFT should start.
8. In the first window you can select which DFT code you want to use now. Installed codes
appear green and others red. Exciting should appear green and then select it and press
the OK button. Afterwards the main window of OpenDFT appears and exciting is used
to perform all calculations.
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Basic Usage and Definition of the Material

OpenDFT uses a project folder based approach to save its data. That means that a project is
always located in a folder, where all results are saved and the calculations are performed.
1. Before we can do anything we either have to load a project or make a new project. Both
can be done with the File menu in the left upper corner, or with the shortcuts: load: ctrl
+ o, new: ctrl + n. As this is your first project select New project or press ctrl + n and
select a folder of your coice, e.g. ∼/opendft projects/tutorial
2. Next we have to define the material we want to study and perfrom DFT calculations on.
Materials can either be imported from a file (e.g. cif format) or defined by hand. For now
use the latter option and open the new structure window in the File menu (or press
ctrl + shift + n). As an example we will use diamond. In the window you should see an
input field for the unit cell and the atoms within that unit cell. The scale can be used to
set the overall scale of the unit cell. It is basically a factor that is multiplied to all unit
vectors. For diamond use 6.7. The unit vectors can be defined with the table below the
scale entry. For diamond use:
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After you entered all values into the table an empty unit cell should appear in the left
part. Now we have to define the atoms within the unit cell with the table at the bottom.
In the table you have to specify the atom either by its chemical short name in this case
C or by its number in the periodic table, in this case 6. The coordinates can either by
specified as crystal coordinates or cartesian coordinates, which can be chosen with the
unit dropmenu. In crystal coordinates of the atoms in diamond are
r0 = (0, 0, 0)
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In OpenDFT you can either use floating point numbers e.g. 0.5 or fractions and mathematical expression,
e.g. 1/2, sin(pi/3)
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Now press the ok button in the right bottom corner.
You should now see the diamond structure in the main window. With the controls at the
bottom you can change the plot, e.g. plot more unit cells or disable/enable plot of the different
parts of the plot. You can use the mouse and mouse wheel to control the view and zoom. The
panel just above the plot allows for further control over the plot, e.g. change the background
color etc. With the save button in this panel one can also export the plot.
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Ground State Properties

How to start a ground state calculation We next start to calculate properties of the
material. In the tabwidget panel below the menus and above the top plot panel choose the
DFT engine pad. You should see a selection of exciting options, that define the accuracy and
other properties of the calculation

For ground state properties the top three parts, General options, Groundstate options and
Bandstructure options matter. At the top under General options/title you can choose the name
under which the results of your calculation are saved internally in OpenDFT. The program will
warn you if you are going to overwrite an excisting calculation. Under Groundstate options
you will find exciting options that you are probably somewhat familiar by now. If you hover
with your mouse over the entries for most options a tooltip with information will open. The
standard options should suffice for now in this panel.
In the Bandstructure options panel you can set options regarding the calculation of the
band structure and density of states. Click the choose k-path button and a window, where a
standard k-path is plotted and can be changed, opens. The plot shows the first Brillouin zone
together with the current path, which can be changed with the table on the right side. For now
leave it as it is.
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In the Bandstructure options panel also select the Calculate DoS checkbutton. Now hit
the Start Ground State calculation button at the bottom of the DFT-Engine panel, which
should start a calculation. In the bottom right corner you should now see some information
about the current calculation together with cpu and memory usage.
Under the Scf panel in the main tabwidget you can see the progress of the calculation. The
plot shows the total energy as a function of self consistent field (SCF) iteration.
Under the Info panel in the main tabwidget you can see the input and output file. The
output file is updated during a calculation and shows the INFO.OUT file in the case of exciting.
In the lower left corner you can switch to the input file. This is the input.xml file, that you
have generated by hand up to now, which was generated by OpenDFT this time.
Band structure and density of states When the calculation is finished the green indicator
at the bottom right corner switches back to Engine inactive. You can now have a look at the
results of the calculation, the band structure and density of states. They are available under
the Band structure and DoS panel in the main tabwidget respectively. They should look
somewhat like the images below

You can use the options below and above the plot to customize it. It can be saved to file with
the file icon above the plot similar to the structure plot. The treeview on the right-hand side
of the plot can be used to select the desired result (left click) or export, delete or show details
of the calculation (right-click).
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Optional tasks:
1. Play around with the DFT-engine parameters, e.g. nempty, and check for convergence of
the band structure as a function of rgkmax and ngridk. What is the effect of the different
parameters?
2. Use GW to calculate a gw bandstructure. GW options can be found under the bandstructure options and a GW calculation can be started with the Start GW button
3. Click on Visualize in the menu bar and open the States/Densities window. Use it to plot
Kohn-Sham orbitals and the electron density.
4. Calculate the properties of a different material of your choice, e.g. Silicon, GaAs, LiH,
Iron etc. in a different OpenDFT project. Better choose a relatively simple material as
otherwise the calculations will take a long time on a desktop workstation.
5. Import a complex material of your choice from a cif file (you can download them here for
example). Use either ctrl + shift + c or File→Import structure from→cif.
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Phonons

Phonons are nuclear or lattice vibrations and their properties can be calculated with exciting.
We want to calculate phonons in diamond, so if you have changed the project go back to the
original (diamond) one. Select the DFT-engine tab again and look at the Phonon options.
Phonon calculations are basically ground state calculations with displaced nuclei, therefore
most of the ground state options also apply for phonon calculations, especially ngridk and
rgkmax strongly determine accuracy and run time. The k-path for a phonon band structure is
also defined in the Bandstructure options panel with the Choose k-path button.
Under Phonon options you will find the option ngridq, which determines the k space
sampling and strongly increases the runtime. Set this parameter to 1 1 1 for now and start a
phonon calculation with the Start phonon bandstructure button. The calculation will run
a few minutes and after it is finished you should find new phonon band structure in the Band
Structure tab of the main tabwidget. Now click on Visualize→Phonons in the menu bar.
With the tables on the right you can select the calculation, phonon mode index and k-vector
respectively. After you selected a calculation, mode and k-vector a plot of the phonon mode
should appear. The arrows and their color indicate the displacement of the respective nucleus.
Use the widgets below the plot to customize the plot. Hit the animate button to start an
animation of the selected mode.

Optional tasks:
1. Calculate the phonon band structure with ngridq=2 2 2 and compare. This calculation
will take ∼ 30 min so either go for a coffee or start a second instance of OpenDFT to proceed. If you want to make a copy of a OpenDFT project just create a new folder and copy
the save.pkl file from the original project into that folder. Then the new folder/project
can be opened with load project or ctrl + o.
2. Perform a phonon calculation for a different material. Warning: For more complicated
materials this might run for quite some time.
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Optical Properties

Optical spectroscopy within exciting will be discussed tomorrow. You can skip this section
now and come back tomorrow if you want. Optical properties can be calculated in much the
same fashion as ground state and phonon properties. Look at the Excited state options in the
DFT-engine tab and start a calculation with the Calculate optical spectrum button. The
results, optical spectra or to be more precise the dielectric function can be visualized in the
Optical spectra tab of the main tabwidget. Use gamma, the broadening width, and the right
most widget (to select the function for the convolution) to broaden the spectrum. The result
should look like the figure below

You can also select multiple spectra on the right hand side (with control and shift) to compare
them in the plot.
Optional tasks:
1. Play around with the Excited state options, especially with ngridk and ngridq (best keep
them equal for now) and the bsetype.
2. Calculate optical spectra of other materials.
3. Calculate x-ray spectra by setting xas to true.
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Scripting with Python within OpenDFT

OpenDFT offers a build in scripting environment, which is based on Python, a popular scientific
and non-scientific programming language. Open scripting→Open console in the menubar and
a window with three textfields should appear. In the most upper one you can enter code, that
you can execute with F5. The middle one shows the output and the lower can be used to enter
single line commands, which are executed by hitting enter.

You can now use all of standard Python, which includes popular libraries such as numpy, matplotlib, pymatgen etc.. In addition OpenDFT provides additional functions and classes that can
be used to start calculations or visualize results in the main program. To see how that works hit
Examples→Structure optimization in the menu bar of the scripting window. You can directly
run this example with F5, which should take a few minutes and in the mean time you can study
the code. If you want to learn more about a certain function, e.g. engine.start ground state
enter
help(engine.start ground state)
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in the lowermost entry and hit enter. The Structure optimization example runs a DFT calculation for a {80%, 90%, 100%, 110%, 120%} scaling of the unit cell and gets the total energy of
each calculation. After all calculations are finished it plots the result with matplotlib, which
yields this figure:
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Optional tasks:
1. Increase the sampling of the unit cell scaling in order to plot a smoother curve. Is your
unit cell optimal within your scaling?
2. If you know python make sure everything works as you would expect, e.g. plot something
with matplotlib, print some numbers etc..
3. Look at the other examples and try to understand what they do and how they work.
4. Write a script where one atom is displaced along the diagonal and the total energy is
calculated and plotted similar to the first example.
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